Introduction
We provide efficient algorithms for two major problems in network analysis. One is the Graph Center (GC) problem and the other is the Graph Bottleneck (GB) problem. The GC problem is relevant for facility location, while the GB problem is relevant for transportation and logistics.
The GC problem is to identify a pre-determined number of center vertices such that the distances or costs from (or to) the centers to (or from) other vertices is minimized. Let us take an example of dispatching fire engines from fire stations. The distance here is defined by the shortest distance from the closest station to a house. The problem is then to determine the center vertices (i.e. fire stations) so that the maximum distance to each house is minimized. In the case of hospitals the distance is defined by that from a house to the hospital. In the case of renewable resource centers, we may need to consider both distances, "to" and "from".
The bottleneck of a path is the minimum capacity of edges on the path. The Bottleneck Paths (BP) problem is to compute the paths that give us the maximum bottleneck values between pairs of vertices. The Graph Bottleneck (GB) problem is to find the minimum bottleneck value out of bottleneck paths for all possible pairs of vertices.
We give two similar algorithms that are based on binary search to solve the 1-center GC problem and the GB problem on directed graphs with unit edge costs. We achieveÕ(n 2.373 ) 1 worst case time complexity for both the 1-center GC problem and the GB problem, where n is the number of vertices in the graph. This is better than the straightforward methods of solving the two problems in O(n 2.575 ) ( (Zwick, 2002) ) and O(n 2.688 ) ( (Duan and Pettie, 2009 )) time bounds, respectively. Note that the 2-center GC problem is investigated by (Takaoka, 2010) . We then combine the Bottleneck Paths (BP) problem with the well known Shortest Paths (SP) problem to compute the shortest paths for all possible flow values. We call this problem the Shortest Paths for All Flows (SP-AF) problem. We show that if the flow demand is uncertain, but between two consecutive capacity values, the unique shortest path can be computed to push that flow. If the uncertainty stretches over two intervals, we need to prepare two shortest paths to accommodate the uncertainty, etc. In introducing this new problem, we define a new semi-ring called the distance/flow semi-ring, and show that the well known algorithm by (Floyd, 1962) can be used over the distance/flow semi-ring to solve the All Pairs Shortest Paths for All Flows (APSP-AF) problem. Further discussions of the SP-AF problem can be found in the paper by (Shinn and Takaoka, 2013) .
Preliminaries
Let G = {V, E} be a directed graph where V is the set of vertices and E is the set of edges. Let |V | = n and |E| = m. We assume that the vertices are numbered from 1 to n. Let (i, j) ∈ E denote the edge from vertex i to vertex j. Let cost(i, j) and cap(i, j) be the cost and capacity of the edge (i, j), respectively. For the GC and GB problem in Sections 3 and 4, respectively, we deal with graphs with unit edge costs, hence cost(i, j) = 1 for all (i, j) ∈ E. cap(i, j) can be any non negative real number. Let c be the maximum value of cap(i, j).
Let Z = X Y denote the Boolean matrix multiplication of matrices X = {x ij } and Y = {y ij }, where Z = {z ij } is given by:
The GC problem is closely related to the All Pairs Shortest Paths (APSP) problem. Let us assume that the APSP problem has been solved for the given graph, that is, the matrix D * has been solved with the shortest distance from vertex i to vertex j being d * ij . Then the 1-center is given by vertex i that gives the minimum ∆ in the following equation, where the value of ∆ is the distance from the center to the farthest vertex:
The aim of our algorithm is to compute the center without computing D * , that is, without solving the APSP problem, which is costly. As mentioned in Section 1, the current best time bound for solving the APSP problem is O(n 2.575 ) by (Zwick, 2002) .
Let the threshold value t be initialized to n/2. For simplicity we assume n is a power of 2. Let a Boolean matrix B be defined by its element b ij as follows: b ij = 1 if there is an edge (i, j), and 0 otherwise. We let b ii = 1 for all i. Let B be the th power of B under Boolean matrix multiplication. We observe that for the matrix B , b ij = 1 if and only if j is reachable from i via a path whose path length is at most . Let C = B . Let us compute:
c ij } from which we can derive the fact that ∆ ≤ if and only if P (C) = 1. We can repeatedly halve the possible range [α, β] for ∆ by adjusting the threshold value of t through the binary search. Algorithm 1 solves the GC problem inÕ(n 2.373 ) worst case time complexity.
Algorithm 1 Solve the 1-center GC problem 1: Compute B 2 , B 4 , ..., B n/2 by repeated squaring 2: α ← 0; β ← n 3: C ← I /* I is the unit Boolean matrix */ 4: while β − α > 1 do 5:
if P(C B r ) = 1 then 8:
else 10:
C ← C B r 12: C ← C B r 13: Find row i such that c ij = 1 for all j /* Vertex i is the graph center */ Proof. Proof is based on induction on the repetition of the while-loop. We first prove that at the beginning of each iteration of the while-loop, C = B α . At the 0 th repetition, C = B 0 and α = 0. Suppose the lemma is true for α. If P (C B r ) = 1, C and α are unchanged. If P (C B r ) = 0, α becomes t and C becomes B t . Now the lemma is true after the initialization of α and β. Suppose the lemma is true at the beginning of an iteration. If P (C B r ) = 1, α < ∆ ≤ α + r = t and β is set to t. If P (C B r ) = 0, t < ∆ ≤ β and α is set to t.
Theorem 3.1. Algorithm 1 computes the graph center inÕ(n ω ) time, where ω = 2.373 ( (Williams, 2012) ).
Proof. Upon termination of the while loop, we see α + 1 = β, ∆ = β and C = B α . Thus line 13 of the program successfully computes the graph center. The computation of line 1 for the powers of B takes O(n ω log n), where O(n ω ) is the time taken for multiplying two n-by-n Boolean matrices. Obviously the iteration in the while loop is done O(log n) times. Thus the total time is O(n ω log n) =Õ(n ω ).
Note that Algorithm 1 is based on the "to" distance. If we use the "from" distance, i and j will be swapped in P (C). If we consider both distances, we take the ∧ operation of the two formulae.
For a graph with integer edge costs bounded by c, we can transform G to have O(cn) vertices and unit edge costs such that the 1-center GC problem can be solved inÕ((cn) ω ) time ( (Alon et al., 1991) ).
The GB problem
Let Θ be the bottleneck value of the entire network. The straightforward method to compute Θ would be to solve the All Pairs Bottleneck Paths (APBP) problem and find the minimum among the bottleneck paths. The current best time bound for solving the APBP problem is O(n 2.688 ) by (Duan and Pettie, 2009 ). We avoid solving the APBP problem to compute Θ.
Example 4.1. The value of Θ for the graph in Figure 1 is 9, which is the capacity of edges (2, 5) and (7, 8).
Let the threshold value t be initialized to c/2, where c is the maximum capacity. Let Boolean matrix B be defined by its element b ij as follows: b ij = 1 if cap(i, j) ≥ t, and 0 otherwise. Let us compute the transitive closure, B, of B. Then, from the equation:
.., b krj = 1 for some path. From this we derive the fact that Θ ≥ t if and only if b * ij > 0 for all i and j. We can repeatedly halve the possible range [α, β] for Θ by adjusting the threshold value of t through binary search.
Obviously the iteration over the while-loop in Algorithm 2 is performed O(log c) times. Thus the total time complexity becomes O(n ω log c). If c is large, say O(2 n ), the algorithm is not very efficient, taking O(n) halvings of the possible ranges of Θ. In this case, we sort edges in ascending order of cap(i, j). for i ← 1 to n; j ← 1 to n do 
m is the number of edges, doing binary search over the sorted edges gives us O(n ω log m) = O(n ω log n) 2 . We note that the actual bottleneck path can be obtained with an extra polylog factor using the witness technique by (Alon et al., 1992) . We omit the correctness proof of Algorithm 2 since it is essentially the same as the proof of Lemma 3.1.
Algebraic treatment for graph paths problems
Let S be a closed semi-ring, that is, S = (S, +, ·, 0, 1). The operations + and · are associative, + is commutative, and · distributes over +. 0 is the unit element with + and 1 is the unit element with ·. For a ∈ S, the closure of a, a * , is defined by a * = 1 + a + a 2 + .... Let us define matrices over semi-ring S. Let O and I correspond to 0 and 1 in the semi-ring. Let M (S) be the set of all matrices of size n-by-n for a fixed n. Let I be the identity matrix and O be the zero matrix. The multiplication and addition of two matrices are defined in the conventional way. For A = {a ij }, B = {b ij } and C = {c ij }, let C = A + B. Then c ij is defined by c ij = a ij + b ij . Let C = A · B. Then c ij is defined by:
and the system M (S) = (M (S), +, ·, O, I) becomes a closed semiring.
Let R 1 be the set of non-negative real numbers. R 1 is intended to represent edge costs. Let min and + on R 1 correspond to + and · of the semi-ring. Then R 1 = (R 1 , min, +, ∞, 0) becomes a closed semi-ring, called the distance semi-ring. The system M (R 1 ) = (M (R 1 ), +, ·, O, I) becomes a closed semi-ring, where addition is the component-wise addition and for C = A · B, c ij is defined by:
The meaning of A is to give for the (i, j) element the shortest distance from vertex i to vertex j that uses edges. Thus the closure A * gives the shortest distances for all pairs of vertices. As the shortest distance from any i to any j can be determined by the paths of at most n − 1 edges, we have A * = I + A + A 2 + ... = I + A + A 2 ... + A n−1 . A * is the solution to the All Pairs Shortest Paths (APSP) problem.
Let R 2 be the set of non-negative real numbers. R 2 is intended to represent edge capacities. Let max and min on R 2 correspond to + and · of the semi-ring, called the max-min semiring. Then R 2 = (R 2 , max, min, 0, ∞) becomes a closed semi-ring. The system M (R 2 ) = (M (R 2 ), +, ·, O, I) becomes a closed semi-ring, where addition is the component-wise addition and for C = A · B, c ij is defined by:
The meaning of A is to give for the (i, j) element the maximum bottleneck values of all paths from vertex i to vertex j that uses edges. Thus the closure A gives the bottleneck values for all pairs of vertices. As the bottleneck value from any i to any j can be determined by the paths of at most n − 1 edges, we have A * = I + A + A 2 + ... = I + A + A 2 + ... + A n−1 . A * is the solution to the All Pairs Bottleneck Paths (APBP) problem.
The distance/flow semi-ring
So far we have defined the distance semi-ring and max-min semi-ring independently. In this section we combine them and make a composite semi-ring called the distance/flow semi-ring. We define the df -pair, (d, f ), where d and f are from R 1 and R 2 , respectively. That is, d represents distance and f represents flow. We define two orders on df -pairs.
Definition 6.1. Let (d, f ) and (d , f ) be two df -pairs. Then the merit order ≤ m and the natural order ≤ n are defined as:
The meaning of the merit order is that a df -pair is more desirable if it has a higher f for the same or lower value of d. If (d, f ) < n (d , f ), the df -pairs are incomparable under the merit order. Note that these two orders are partial orders on the direct product of integer sets.
Definition 6.2. The addition and multiplication on df -pairs (d, f ) and (d , f ) are defined as:
Note that the addition of df -pairs can result in a set of df -pairs that are incomparable under the merit order, and sorted in natural order. Intuitively speaking, addition of two df -pairs is to take a better route from two parallel connections from a vertex to another vertex and take both if they are incomparable. Multiplication is to compute the new df -pair for a serial connection. We sometimes omit the signs "{}" for singletons.
The domain R 1 × R 2 is not closed under the + operation. Thus we need to extend the domain to the power set of incomparable df -pairs, that is, the set of all subsets of incomparable df -pairs. We firstly define the + operation on sets of incomparable df -pairs. Let x and y be sets of incomparable df -pairs, sorted in natural order. Let z = x + y, where z can be computed as follows: We start with x ∪ y, and remove all df -pairs from the union that are smaller than any other df -pair in the merit order. If multiples of equal df -pairs exist we remove all but one. Then z is the resulting set of incomparable df -pairs, sorted in natural order. x + y can be calculated in O(|x| + |y|) time with Algorithm 3. In this algorithm, the operation a ⇐ x means that the element a is removed from the set x, where a is the first df -pair and x is the set of incomparable df -pairs sorted in natural order. If x is an empty set, that is x = φ, a ⇐ x results in a = null. Append b to z, Append y to z (if y = φ) Theorem 6.1. Algorithm 3 computes x + y in O(|x| + |y|) time, where x and y are both sets of incomparable df -pairs sorted in natural order.
Proof. We prove that the set of df -pairs, z, accumulates incomparable df -pairs in natural order.
Observe that df -pairs lower in merit order are discarded at lines 10 and 12. We discard df -pairs until a and b are incomparable or a = b, at which point we append one df -pair to z (at lines 6 or 8 or 14). This ensures that all resulting df -pairs in z are incomparable. When appending a df -pair to z we ensure that the smaller df -pair (in natural order) is appended (line 5). This ensures that all df -pairs in z are sorted in natural order. O(|x| + |y|) is obvious since at least one of x or y becomes shorter in each iteration.
Now we define the · operation on sets of incomparable df -pairs. Let x and y be sets of incomparable df -pairs, sorted in natural order. Let z = x · y, where z can be computed as follows: Let x × y = {a · b|a ∈ x ∧ b ∈ y}. From x × y, we extract all incomparable df -pairs. If duplicate df -pairs exist in the extracted set, we keep one and discard the rest. Then z is the resulting set sorted in natural order. A straightforward method to compute x · y would take O(|x| * |y|) time. We can reduce the time complexity to O(|x| + |y|) with Algorithm 4. Proof. Suppose we have some accumulation of incomparable df -pairs in natural order. If a.f < b.f , a can no longer combine with remaining df -pairs in y to generate an incomparable df -pair, hence a is discarded (line 6). Similar reasoning applies to the case of a.f > b.f . If a.f = b.f , both are discarded. Now let us extend the distance/flow semi-ring to matrices. Let M be the set of all possible n-by-n matrices where each element of the matrix is a set of incomparable df -pairs sorted in natural order. Then the zero matrix, O, has {(∞, 0)} as all its elements. The unit matrix, I, is defined as the matrix with {(0, ∞)} for the diagonals and {(∞, 0)} for all other elements. The multiplication and addition of these matrices are defined in the usual way using operations + and ·, respectively, as defined earlier. Obviously (M, +, ·, O, I) forms a closed semi-ring.
The SP-AF problem
Suppose there exists multiple parallel paths of varying distances and bottlenecks from a source vertex to a destination vertex. We may only be able to push a small amount of flow through a shorter path because the path may have a relatively small bottleneck value. A longer path may support a bigger flow. Clearly it is useful to determine all shortest paths for varying flow amounts. Let t be the number of distinct edge capacities. t = m if all edge capacities are distinct. We refer to the distinct edge capacities as maximal flows. Then the Shortest Paths for All Flows (SP-AF) problem is to compute the shortest paths for all maximal flow values for pairs of vertices.
Using the distance/flow semi-ring as defined in Section 6, we can provide a formal definition for the SP-AF problem as the problem of computing all incomparable df -pairs for pairs of vertices, preferably sorted in natural order. Then each df -pair corresponds to a path between the vertices. The All Pairs Shortest Paths for All Flows (APSP-AF) problem is to solve the SP-AF problem for all possible pairs of vertices on the graph.
We define the n-by-n matrix A = {a ij } by a ij = (cost(i, j), cap(i, j)), for all vertex pairs (i, j) in V × V . Then the closure A * = I + A + A 2 + ... = I + A + A 2 + ... + A n−1 is the solution to the APSP-AF problem. If we perform repeated squaring on (I + A), we can compute A * in O(tn 3 log n) time. We can solve the APSP-AF problem in O(tn 3 ) time by generalizing the well known APSP algorithm by (Floyd, 1962) , as shown in Algorithm 5.
Algorithm 5 Solve the APSP-AF problem 1: A = A + I 2: for k = 1 to n do 3:
for i = 1 to n; j = 1 to n do 4:
a ij = a ij + a ik · a kj Theorem 7.1. Algorithm 5 computes the closure A * in O(tn 3 ) time.
Proof. The time is obvious as line 4 takes O(t) time. Correctness proof follows. We prove that the best incomparable df -tuples are obtained from paths that go though vertices 1, 2, ..., k − 1 at the beginning of the k th iteration. The basis is k = 1. A is initialized by A + I, which means a ii = {(∞, 0)}, and a ij = (cost(i, j), cap(i, j)) for i = j. Suppose the hypothesis is correct for k. Then at line 4, the best tuple without going through k and going through k are merged and the best df -pairs are chosen.
Concluding remarks
We showed an asymptotic improvement on the time complexity of the 1-center GC problem. The center under the average distance measure is to minimize ∆ = min n i=1 n j=1 d * ij . Our algorithm can also be applied for this variation of the GC problem. Using a similar approach, we also improved the asymptotic time complexity of the GB problem. The key to our achievement was circumventing the computation of APSP and APBP, for the problems of GC and GB, respectively, with a clever use of the simple binary search method.
We then combined the SP problem and the BP problem to introduce the new SP-AF problem, where the distance/flow semi-ring plays an important role. We showed that it is straightforward to generalize the APSP algorithm to solve the APSP-AF problem using the sets of incomparable df -pairs. Improvements in time complexities for the SP-AF problems, such as the single source problem, will be on the research agenda for the future.
